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Placentia 

Planet of Plenty and Rebirth 

A Galactic History of This World 

by Joseph Antaree 

 

The following communication is dedicated to Allen Michael, who 

brought this back to our remembrance thru the channelings of the 

Everlasting Gospel . . . 

 

Introduction 

 

This communication is coming to you from galactic government at the 

Great Central Sun of this galaxy, Immaculaceptor Synthesia, which means 

Immaculate Conception of the Synthesis. We are a special detachment known 

as the Galactic Elohim, who came to this solar system on special assignment 

long ago. 

The meta-galactic Universe is a vast civilization of eternal souls 

existing together in perfect oneness of God's Spirit. We know it as Galactica. 

The consciousness of Galactica is oneness of all Life, from everlasting 

to everlasting. All Beings, all life-forms exist omnipresently here and now in 

the one timeless moment of eternity. Macrocosm-God and US, Its microcosms 

are co-creating the constantly growing Universe. Galactica, our civilization of 

eternal souls is all the oneness that Cosmic Spirit IS. This Universal Mind IS 

cosmic Christ Consciousness; it is God in us, our normal Awareness. 
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In normal Universe, there is no war, crime, disease, poverty or mortal 

death. Neither is there money or any form of buying and selling. Only Life, 

lived in the bliss of God’s Love. 

These negative effects don’t even exist as words in our spiritual 

system, which is all a utopian paradise, made for continuous celebration, 

health and happiness. All things are held common and distribution is made 

freely to every soul in a body according to need. There is no work, as such, in 

normal Universe, only joyous service together. The souls in bodies create the 

things that are needed by everyone. In the twelve facets of communal 

industries in our galactic civilization, everyone learns through the doing. 

Everything is recorded as collective consciousness in sharing.  

In normal Universe, the solar systems surrounding this Plentoria solar 

system all circulate in the space around the galactic Great Central Sun. The 

civilization on the 24 galactic worlds, which orbit closely to it, is the center of 

higher government of this galaxy. This is where 12th density galactic space 

beings are coming from in causation spaceships to this special Carlanon 

planet. A Carlanon planet is a special healing planet, inhabited by time 

bodies "in anon," the future, when this world is delivered back into full contact 

with Galactica. We are of these high beings who are here right now in great 

spaceships, and also on the planet in bodies a few million strong, ready to 

take Spirit God’s great master plan to the people that comes with full ETI 

Contact.  

ETI is the Extra-Territorial Intelligence of the Universal Mind, Spirit 

God's Creative Awareness, alive in all Creation. Broadcasting continuously 

thru center of the atoms in all space, and thru us in telepathic communion. 

In seeding the ethereal plasma of a galaxy, creative thought channeled 

into the space from Spirit God begins to materialize such things as suns, 

planets and moons. They grow in clusters, eventually filling out a galaxy. 

Souls are created from spirit out of suns, and bodies are created for them in 
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Supernovas, teleporting automatically where they are needed. The basic body 

forms for souls across the Universe are predominantly human like in form. 

They breathe oxygen filled air, eat and drink water. And every world is 

different and unique, just like the souls who come to life in bodies provided 

for them. As all this ripens together in ever growing consciousness, a new 

galaxy is born, where the beings are in All-Knowing spirit with the beings of 

other existing galaxies.  

This galaxy is still expanding its life form, new entities being born into 

growing new solar systems. When it's complete, a new phase of Reality opens 

up, consciously connecting to other galaxies and Quasars.  

The planets, moons and suns, which grow in space, are all hollow and 

have large openings at their poles to the inside, with a sun in their center. 

Inside are wondrous natural environments along with air and water and all 

things needed to sustain life, which have all grown naturally from the 

original genetic endowment, and great cosmopolitan centers where people 

live. The internal planetary sun has a changing energy level, to create days 

and nights, as well as seasonal differences, all of which is needed to sustain 

the souls in bodies, plants and life forms in their natural environments. All 

exists in perfect balanced harmony, guided by Uni-Intelligence. The Mind is 

in space, alive in us and broadcasting thru us as creative energy. 

The Great Central Sun is the large sun which supports the whole 

galaxy, energy-wise. IT IS channeling the Universal Mind in all space; 

radiating pure, superconscious intelligent energies which animate all life, as 

well as creating all the facilities necessary to produce such things as eternal 

bodies for souls, that can teleport where needed. Spaceships from other 

galaxies come in thru this GCS nexus of energy.  

Altamedia and Altamira are the first two of twenty four galactic worlds 

in close orbit around the Great Central Sun, and include the headquarters of 

the Galactic Elohim assigned to set up this planet as a special healing station 
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for spaced out microcosms. These cosmic civilizations are all in perfect 

atunement with the 12th density consciousness of the Universal Mind.  

These worlds are where the Galactic Mothership New Jerusalem was 

created, referred to in Rev. 21:1-5 in the Bible. The New Jerusalem is about 

ten miles in length by a half mile high and 2 miles wide, and can be inhabited 

by many tens of thousands of beings. This spaceship is truly a wonder to 

behold! The New Jerusalem is one of God’s gifts to the people of this planet, 

part of the blessings that come with Its Kingdom. Read about the New 

Jerusalem descending out of heaven, bringing a new heaven and a new earth, 

in the final passages of the Bible. 

The New Jerusalem will be the headquarters of the communal New 

World Government, which will finally be a government of, by and for the 

people, where no person or group will hold any authority over another; for we 

will have an economy of free giving and receiving, in which every soul in a 

body will be autonomously self-governed by their own conscience in God. No 

money used. The New Jerusalem will be like a great internet service 

provider, coordinating the massive flow of information thru the planet’s new 

communication system; which will be wirelessly energized and coordinated 

thru the great living galactic computer that really is the New Jerusalem. All 

a free service of the Universe. There are many, many such wondrous things 

awaiting humanity in the New World, not just technologically and materially, 

but mentally, emotionally and especially spiritually as human beings awaken 

to Christ spirit omnipresent in themselves.  

In Normal Universe we are all creative channels of the same One 

Mind. Words spoken through our bodies activate the spirit/causal matrix of 

Creation to unfold in physical materialization according to the words we 

speak and the acts we do.  

We, as souls, are Living Spirit, inhabiting super human-like bodies 

which, outside this solar system, are eternal. Eternal Light Bodies are 
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exquisitely beautiful, ageless, able to effortlessly express all supernal creative 

powers ETI Beings possess: teleportation, levitation, dematerialization, 

mind-over-matter, psychokinesis, telepathy-in-spirit. Superconsciousness is 

Multi-Dimensional Reality, and our Light-Body forms embody this Spirit of 

Truth.  

The Oneness that unites it all, is being connected together as souls in 

the cosmic center of consciousness, the center of Mind, from whence Godhead 

is broadcasting radiant truth thru us and thru the centers of the atoms in all 

Creation. We are spiritually One: Macrocosm-God and microcosms-US, 

Universal Self. Our souls together are all One Soul in the space of cosmic 

consciousness. We are It, multi-faceted Singular Reality! Like unique 

snowflakes together are the snow field, and as well the consciousness that 

caused the snow. 

This divine reality is Awakening now in the souls-in-body on this 

planet as you come alive to your own Christ nature.  
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1 

In The Beginning 

 

We first came to this solar system about 6 million years ago in earth 

time. There was no life here, as we were told to expect by the Universal Mind. 

At our headquarters on Altamedia, one of 24 galactic worlds that orbit the 

Great Central Sun, we had previewed the condition here, including what had 

caused it. Then we reviewed the holographic archive in the Uni computer on 

'Carlanon planets', special healing planets created with time bodies in ‘anon,’ 

the future. 

The Universal Mind showed us how and why this Plentoria solar 

system experienced an atomic firestorm that burned out all life force and 

consciousness, leaving about 24 billion souls spaced-out in the auras of the 

planets where they had lived. Their etheric cognition switches were damaged 

to the point where manifestation in an eternal body (like human bodies, but 

ageless and infinitely radiant, with 12 strands of dna that carry holographic 

multidimensional ETI awareness) was impossible. All the planets were dead, 

devoid of life. The billions of spaced-out entities, their aura's damaged, were 

all floating in the astral realms of their planet. 

We arrived in a Mothership that operates thru causation technology in 

oneness with the God Force. We were sent here to set up a special healing 

planet whereby these spaced out souls could be redeemed back into eternal 

life through a process you call Evolution.  

In normal Universe, life is eternal, beyond time, where souls live in 

eternal bodies on the inside of planets, which all have a rheostat-like sun 

whose energy ebbs and flows to create night and day, and seasonal change, 

with an earth, air and water biosphere to support incredibly diverse organic 

life. There are openings at both poles, where spaceships come and go, and 

energy flows thru these openings as well. Wondrous great cities exist in 
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perfect harmony. The solar sun is an energy computer that is constantly 

generating and rebalancing the life force of the whole system, which include 

all manner of planetary and moon formations, and a unified civilization of 

trillions of beings. Every one of the 100 billion or so solar systems in this 

galaxy is unique, as is every planet and every being. And it is all oneness as 

well. 

After parking our ship in far orbit and going out in smaller ships to 

investigate, we saw this solar system was damaged beyond repair, the 

entities spaced out. What is called the asteroid belt are the remains of what 

was once the planet Maldek. Jupiter burned up and is surrounded by the 

smoke clouds from its internal explosions, nothing left but gases. Saturn’s 

rings are part of its crust that was lost. All the planet’s were similarly 

affected, including this one.  

An atomic firestorm had destroyed all life, created by the beings who 

had lived here; who were now spaced out, floating in the astral realms of the 

planets where they’d once lived. 
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2 

Paradise Lost 

 

What caused this? To be succinct, some souls decided they wanted to be 

individual gods and rule over others. 

The entities of this solar system made a grievous spiritual error, in 

which they separated their consciousness from oneness with Creation 

Universe, God — the Grand Order of Deuteronomy. Your Bible refers to this 

as the fall of Adam and Eve from the Garden of Eden — which is a flawed 

allegory, yet points to the truth. 

In normal Universe, beings live in a spiritual paradise of ever growing 

Christ Consciousness. The original temptation or what is called ‘sin’ began in 

this solar system with a single being known as Baal, who left Christ 

Consciousness; Baal went ’behind the weaver’s carpet’ into the zone of 

subconsciousness that is recycling the material forms of life, what is known 

as ‘Luciferic consciousness’. This relates to the recycling energy of material 

forms in nature that are constantly being created, destroyed and recycled.  

Baal found that when he was immersed in contact with the Luciferic 

zone of material consciousness his mind was different, and he felt different 

too. This was “eating the apple of knowledge of good and evil,” which is how 

consciousness operates in the luciferic zone; it is a duality of fundamental 

material energies; but when experienced separate from the spiritual Light of 

Christ spirit, it is a mind in darkness that has no synthesis truth to balance 

it out.  

Baal experienced this sense of separation between himself and Spirit 

God distinctly and immediately. His consciousness became enamored of this 

state, but he hadn't reckoned with the negative magnetic power of material 

forms that become imbued with unbalanced mind energy. In effect, he 

became self-hypnotized by Luciferic consciousness and left God's Presence in 
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his soul, gravitating into the awareness of pure materialism and his body as 

his self, with a separate mind divorced from cosmic Spirit. The thoughts of 

the Luciferic zone he recorded were playing back and unfolding in his mind, 

and were reinforcing this sense of separation.  

His mind, energy and consciousness began moving in Devolution, 

reversing the natural flow of cosmic spirit by turning it toward one self. He 

became a lost soul. Consciousness in Devolution is static in its distorted 

nature, and these static charges of negative energy accumulate as Satanic 

Force; which eventually blew up and destroyed all life here. This is how 

serious this error is. ETI God Force has taken 6 million years to correct the 

problem.  

Right now, human beings are right in the process of a great, necessary 

cleansing of a false economic system, leading to a free, transformed, healthy 

new world. It has taken money atonement to drive civilization forward and 

overcome the error, in themselves and the world, in spite of the devolution 

present here. A long, painful process. 

Luciferic recycling energies of the material creation, two-fold in nature, 

are distinctly different from the transcendent Trinity consciousness of the 

Universal Mind, which comprises the spiritual awareness of all souls in 

normal Universe, referred to correctly as ‘Christ Consciousness.’ The living 

Christ Spirit of Love, Will and Intelligence is the center and essence of all 

Life, which is in us and with us in telepathic communion, God It Self.  

Christ spirit includes full awareness of the relative material plane, but 

is not dominated by or immersed in it. Life is fully enlightened and 

transcendent, Mind over matter.  

The Universal Mind is God-Macrocosm Spirit, and we are eternal 

microcosms, one with IT. IT IS Alive and Present in us and with us as All-

Knowing consciousness. Conversely, in Luciferic consciousness, materialism 

is dominant in the mind, which becomes buried in matter, believing material 

forms with their cycling/recycling energy are the only reality, having lost 
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contact with cosmic spirit. Awareness becomes centered in the body, rather 

than the soul, falsely believing the body brain is capable of creating thought 

separate from the UM, and believing each individual body has a mind that 

can 'think' for itself. 

 

The All-Knowing Universal Mind is radiating in space and has 3 phases 

of consciousness, corresponding to alpha, beta and gamma energy, which is of 

solar plexus, heart and head chakras in microcosms. Cosmic Mind energy 

flows continuously back and forth between the sun and the planets as alpha 

and beta energy, animating the forms of nature, including bodies. Gamma 

energy, the Synthesis Christ Consciousness of the UM, broadcasts from 

within our soul into our hearts and heads directly, giving us inspiration to 

speak the words that go into causation, are recorded in the planet's auric 

mind bank, thence to play back and manifest accordingly. The body brain is a 

radio-active bio-computer that selects thought from the planet’s auric mind 

bank according to the consciousness of each soul. 

The entities in bodies here began recording consciousness that was in 

error in the space and matter atoms of their planet thru their thoughts, 

words and deeds, creating a negated energy mind bank. The accumulating 

mind energy was also playing back the very same thoughts, words and deeds 

into their headsets exactly as they were recorded, reinforcing their negated 

mind with false information, knowledge already generated in duality. 

Without the inspiration of gamma synthesis thought, souls in alpha and beta 

consciousness alone fall into habitual awareness and behavior, lacking fresh 

insight to keep growing. 

Alpha energy is right wing consciousness, beta is left wing. The All-

Knowing gamma Synthesis consciousness is God Spirit in us in the center, 

which is exactly what's returning to human consciousness now, redeeming all 

life. 
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As Baal became enamored with his new found false awareness, he 

began to believe he had discovered a 13th Dimension of life, wherein Beings 

become individual gods, with personal free will and an individual mind, 

imagining they’ve evolved an individual brain that can think up thoughts 

distinctly separate from the UM's trinity synthesis awareness. They 

imagined this gave them the superiority to rule over other beings. Thus did 

false, dualistic ego emerge in this solar system. The consequences were 

enormous. 

All of this is a complete illusion. But, already taken over himself by his 

supposed new-found ideas, Baal began to speak about this to others, 

proclaiming himself the forerunner of a new stage in Life, outside of God’s 

influence. His words were in duality, divorced from the UM, but they still 

went into causation in the planet’s aura and began to play back this 

aberration. He proclaimed himself a god and the one to rule over others, and 

started recruiting followers. A hierarchy of true believers formed around him, 

which ran counter to the prevailing communal culture. Over many thousands 

of ‘years,’ this came to involve billions of souls, spreading to all planets. 

Thus some, but not all, of the beings of this solar system trapped their 

spiritual God-given cosmic awareness in materialism, and separated from 

God in their mind, going into Devolution, giving voice to the 2-sided nature of 

the subconscious Luciferic energy that is involved in creating and recycling 

matter, thereby setting it up for playback, which it did. 

They imagined they'd discovered how to create a mind whereby they 

could 'think for their self.' To them, this was all tied up in operating the 

material world without God's help, which they found they could manipulate 

with this secondary, ego-centric mind. They believed they could now think for 

their self, and everyone's mind was uniquely their own, to develop as they 

saw fit according to the creative energy they recorded in materiality.  

In reality, again because this is so important, they’d lost contact with 

the 1st Cause circuit of synthesis oneness that is Christ Consciousness. 
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Devolution had begun in this solar system, which automatically produces a 

negative energy build-up of static satanic force. 

The emergence of this egocentric thinking mind eventually built up into 

a huge charge of negative force, and when it erupted caused the short-

circuiting of the whole solar system, where an atomic firestorm consumed all 

life.  

Egocentric mind in action inevitably produces satanic energy as 

negative dross thru its unnatural, dualistic 'thinking', which has no synthesis 

truth in it. In their reduced reality all they heard and saw in their mind was 

the relativity of opposites; which devolved into a duality of separate good and 

evil in their consciousness.  

This is the Fall the Bible is alluding to. 

Baal and his followers started a hierarchy with a set of beliefs spelling 

out the nature of a so-called 13th dimension they had 'discovered', which they 

claimed as their authority to rule over others. This hierarchy began to claim 

resources and exploit the masses for their labor, to produce ever greater 

material riches for themselves. 

This is in contrast to the complete equality in eternal communal life 

that is the spiritual norm throughout the Universe. Galaxies and their untold 

numbers of magnificent paradise civilizations are all manifestations of God, 

joyous love-energy throughout, amidst oneness of all Life. Absolute freedom, 

security and abundance for all. 

As separation ensued in the solar system, the psychic friction 

developing between the souls in communal living and those of a controlling 

hierarchy amplified the build up the static charge of satanic force. This 

satanic force now playing back powerfully in their heads began to 

predominate in the ego-minds of the hierarchy, and they began using it in 

negative ways in their now ongoing struggle with communal people, who had 

no consciousness of how to deal with such awareness.  
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Creation Universe was neither unaware nor indifferent to what was 

taking place. But it couldn’t reach the beings in the hierarchy directly, 

because they had disconnected themselves from Its Presence. It also couldn’t 

allow any other beings to enter the solar system because of the condition 

here; including ourselves, who are members of a special detachment assigned 

to redeem spaced-out microcosms, which has happened in 12 solar systems in 

this galaxy. 8 have already been redeemed, this is the 9th. The beings here 

who can't make the transition into the consciousness of a new world will 

eventually end up on one of the remaining 3 Carlanon worlds, to reincarnate 

there in a life similar to what they have now until those worlds are delivered. 

The UM did send in millions of crystal ball computers here that It can 

use to speak directly to beings. Through this multidimensional holographic 

contact, God-Mind could directly explain the error of their ways, and show 

them the consequences of their actions. It could play a holographic recording 

of another solar system going thru a similar catastrophe such as was coming 

here. Many billions of beings were turned around in this manner, however 

many other billions were not reachable, including the one known as Baal-

Lucifer. 

When the satanic force had built up to near critical mass, the God Force 

sent out a signal to abandon the solar system. It sent in an emergency fleet of 

spaceships to beam up close to a trillion souls here, just in time. The 24 

billion souls who adamantly remained were caught in the atomic firestorm, 

that erupted as the satanic force that had built up in all the planet's auric 

fields grounded itself. All life was lost, all consciousness burned out. 

 

Before we go on, take a few very deep breaths to let go any stress you 

feel in your mind and body, and experience the divine realization that God It 

Self is healing the whole world now and you are included. Feel God's Love. 
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Feel God's Light radiating thru you from within, opening your heart and 

mind to the Truth. 

 

3 

Creating Placentia 

 

Microcosms, being eternal spirit, cannot be destroyed. The solar 

catastrophe left 24 billion entities as spaced out souls, drifting in the astral 

realms of their planets. The circuitry of their etheric soul, however, still 

contained all the false conditioning they had taken on leading up to the solar 

catastrophe. Plus the extreme fear of death now imbedded in them from 

going thru the event. Plus the effects of going thru the firestorm, which 

damaged their etheric circuitry. 

Dealing with this situation has taken from then, 6 million years ago, up 

until right now, when the God Force, with our assistance, redeems the beings 

here in bodies, and all life on this world back into Its Kingdom over the next 

thousand years. The karmic cleansing this world is going thru now is simply 

a necessary purification and awakening, albeit an unpleasant one. This is 

because we reap what we sow. Centuries of greed and violence are all playing 

back as God’s spirit is poured out on all flesh now to heal the entire situation.  

We began our rescue operation by creating plasmic soul boats filled 

with healing energy that could easily hold the billions of damaged souls, who 

we picked up and put to comforting sleep in timeless suspended animation 

while the soul boats floated in solar orbit. 

Next was selecting a planet we could use to create and sustain life on 

the outside surface, one that was floating lifeless in far solar orbit, but which 

had huge polar ice caps, and 2 moons. Using tractor beams, we first moved 

one of the moons over to Jupiter, a planet large enough to balance numerous 

moons in orbit. Then we towed this planet and its remaining moon into the 

exact and only orbital position wherein the sun’s energy was balanced with 
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the needs of future life on the exterior surface, setting the planet and the 

moon spinning at just the right speed. 

 

Placentia, planet of plenty and rebirth, is the name the Universe 

assigned to this world. Over the next few million years Placentia would be 

created as a healing station for the billions of microcosms affected by the 

solar catastrophe, where life would exist on the exterior surface, which was 

originally barren rock. 

The heavenly abode was built at this point, a huge etheric plasmic 

bubble not unlike a giant hot air balloon, tethered to the moon and trailing it 

in orbit. All 24 billion souls were awakened and transferred from the soul 

boats, to live in Heaven in their astral bodies until the process of incarnating 

into physical bodies began in the far distant future.  

The nature of the heavenly abode is this: the environment and 

atmosphere are created by mind, images that attract etheric plasma to 

assume a light form; and it has many parts, sufficient to support and 

spiritually educate the billions of souls who would pass back and forth 

between bodies on the planet, and rest and recovery in ‘Heaven.’ Numerous 

high beings volunteered to staff and serve in it, as many were and are 

needed.  

To generate a biosphere and transform the surface of the planet to 

sustain life took a few million years. 

This world was initially landscaped by rotating the whole planet, 

bringing the ice caps to the equator, to mostly melt and form oceans, 

sculpting continents with raw mountain ranges, empty plains, etc. formed in 

the process. It was later returned to its seasonal tilt position, ready for the 

next phase in the God Mind's Plan after things settled down, which took 

awhile.  

To complete the resurfacing was to give this raw world some interesting 

features, which was done using powerful energy beams from a Mothership to 
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shape coastlines, define mountains, create great lakes and rivers. Smaller 

ships would come in closer and refine things even more, creating the basis for 

an incredibly beautiful, diverse world. 

The next step was building the biosphere. Where did earth, water and 

air, the dna-rna, seeds, plant life, animals and most importantly human 

bodies come from? Wonder no more. The New Jerusalem Mothership has a 

micro nova onboard, which as an aspect of the God Mind can manifest 

anything in Creation, as IT ‘imagines’ is needed. All the dna-rna life forms 

put here originally were manifested through our micronova, from amoebas to 

dinosaurs, to seeds and human bodies, which are made in the image of our 

cosmic eternal bodies.  

Special bacteria was created and sprayed on the barren surface of this 

planet, mixed with water from melting ice; with other added enzymes, over 

time rock would change into rudimentary soil. The air, of oxygen, nitrogen, 

etc., was a special case. It was initially ‘manufactured’ through the 

alchemical manipulation of water, and generated over a long period as the 

world was eventually covered in trees and plants and animals. Mostly trees 

initially, eventually filling most of N. America, Europe, Asia, So. America and 

Africa with forests of trees, for instance, the lungs of the planet that support 

life by producing oxygen, forests that would also supply the wood used by the 

civilization to come. 

The lower forms of life were introduced here soon enough as all of the 

species that comprised the dinosaur age, which again were produced 

originally in our micronova. Their purpose was to further build up the soil 

and to assist the growth and spread of trees and basic plant life, as the soil 

slowly took shape over a long period.  

You can see the God Mind is incredibly creative! 

Our spaceships do have some amazing tools, such as the ones used to 

build the pyramid temple cities, which came about 5 and a half million years 

into the project. By then the planet was roughly landscaped, and developed to 
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support life, with water, air and the whole range of bacteria, cell life, insects, 

mitochondria, etc. needed to support the life system. At this point there was 

only basic plant life, no human bodies nor any of the higher animal life forms 

that would be present later. That would come during the Eden period, which 

was the 400,000 year era of the pyramid temple cities. 

It was all set in motion, what is called evolution, to raise the life force 

and refine the physical forms automatically as the planet rotated, the sun’s 

energy supplying the basic ‘fuel’ for growth; with the program embedded by 

God Mind into the dna-rna to evolve the consciousness of the beings and the 

world itself to eventual complete spiritual rebirth for all souls, and the world 

transformed into a space age paradise. This is what’s coming after the 

present controlled karmic cleansing of the world is over.  
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4 

The Pyramid Temple Cities 

 

Once the planet was ready to support life in bodies, souls reincarnating 

thru them, the Pyramid Temple Cities were created and developed. 12 in all, 

5 were created first in a great network located in Egypt, stretching from 

Alexandria to Thebes, with the center being at the Giza pyramids. 7 others 

were located about the planet soon after, all in the equatorial belt. 

The Pyramids at Giza were all built with our space technology, not by 

millions of slaves working hundreds of years. The main pyramid was built in 

about a week, using space ships and laser beams to cut and levitate the 

stones into place, exactly according to the master plan blueprint in our 

computer system, which is operated by the Universal Mind, whose living 

Intelligence is the content. Sound waves softened all the stones so they would 

fit together exactly. The sides were covered with white rock, and a bronze 

capstone placed on top. 

Inside the capstone of each pyramid was a Dynadran energy unit, the 

same as drives our spaceships. The Dynadran draws energy directly out of 

the electromagnetic field to power 2 counter rotating discs, one above the 

other, with magnets in their rims that alternately push and pull, setting up 

an energy field. They orbit at hypersonic speeds around a central shaft, free 

of any friction, and broadcast high energy that can be used to power anything 

and everything. 

The PSI energy regulator that drives the firing sequences of the 

Dynadran magnets to alternately push and pull uses pure energy drawn from 

the electromagnetic field as an endless supply of fuel, and has no negative 

radiation, because it’s all balanced in the synthesis energy; that is, our and 

the UM’s omnipresent 3-in-one consciousness. 
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Creation's quantum electricity Mind of alpha, beta and gamma energies 

operate the Dynadran under the same principle as whole galaxies and solar 

systems. The Great Central Sun of the galaxy is a massive energy logos that 

broadcasts and recycles the 3-in-one PSI Trinity energies. Alpha and beta 

energies reach out and energize every sun in the galaxy, and solar systems 

have gamma energy as their essence; similarly, solar suns broadcast these 

energies to their planets, alpha energies that come in at the north pole, beta 

from the south pole, resonating with the gamma synthesis that is purely 

omnipresent in the centers of the atoms in all space. As energies and matter 

are 'used', they are automatically recycled back to the sun for rebalancing. 

This is the energy system of the Universal Mind that operates the whole of 

Creation. 

The force field from the 3 coordinated pyramid systems drew energy 

from the stars, broadcasting PSI energy thru the planet’s energy grid; and 

the pyramids themselves were charged by the Dynadrans to amplify and 

radiate life force; together this generated a huge bubble of life force that 

encompassed all the cities in the central community, stretching for many 

miles up and down the Nile valley. Dynadran energy supplied all electrical 

needs for power, lighting, transportation, industry, home life, everything. 

Each of the other 7 communities in what today are Iraq, India, China, 

Peru, Mexico, plus what was Atlantis and Lemuria, were similarly set up. 

Space ships provided all major transportation. Each project, especially the 

main one in Egypt, had a large agriculture industry; not just to feed millions 

of people; but also to be the main location for planting seeds and nurturing 

the growth of the incredible variety of plant and tree species that would be 

planted and propagated all over the globe over a few hundred thousand 

years. More refined wildlife, birds, and insects were introduced as conditions 

allowed.  

The world had to be set up to sustain future life from sea to shining sea, 

when the global society would emerge with its attendent struggles. Under the 
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guidance of the UM and with the Galactic Elohim, this was the principal 

ongoing daily love service for the entities incarnating into bodies, which went 

on for over 400,000 years. The physical karma yoga service enabled them to 

center and ground themselves in a body, while healing their soul's infirmaties 

in the various ways available. 16 billion of the 24 billion lost souls were 

redeemed back into eternity during this period, usually in one incarnation.  

The remaining beings were the ones who had taken on so much heavy 

karma before the solar catastrophe that they would incarnate into a body but 

couldn’t stay in the high energies of the pyramid communities. These beings, 

as we knew they would, would wander away and begin living a tribal 

existence, slowly migrating about the world. Their time would come in a 

special 20,000 year period known as the Deluvian period, named for the 

delusion the souls would be in, believing they are just bodies, and for the 

devolution in life that would seem 'normal' from a survival of the fittest 

money economy. Living in dualistic negated consciousness is not of normal 

Universe; and right now that is just about all you have: fear, violence, 

suffering, war, crime, disease and poverty.  

The good news is it's all ending now. The ongoing work (and it has been 

work, hasn't it) of the people carried out over many thousands of years and 

countless lifetimes, unites their consciousness to overcome their self created 

perils; and uniting with the Galactic Elohim who return now, delivers them 

thru the present tribulation into eternal life once again. 

The pyramid communities were set up just as life is lived in Galactica, 

in Christ Consciousness: “One for all, all for one,” where love is service done 

for all people and the reward is in the doing. This system of selfless service 

was the essential process that healed the entities incarnating into human 

bodies. It reopened their soul to God's presence in their self. There was also a 

whole set of personal healing care services to help beings with specific 

problems. All 12 of the pyramid communities were a communal network; 

where beings rotated thru different positions of service that provided food, 
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clothing, shelter, care, transportation, communications, recreation and 

utilities for everyone. No money was used. 

Special care for the incarnating souls took place in healing centers, to 

process karmic knots quickly and easily using cosmic energy directed thru 

thought-forms. All forms of yoga were practiced to facilitate physical health 

and spiritual growth. 

Everyone participated in all aspects of society, together and 

individually. Beings learned to be autonomous self-governed souls, operating 

from their center of consciousness that is one with God Spirit. All had real 

free will. Everything was free, pure giving and receiving in a balanced 

communal society of men, women and children. All needs were supplied to all 

people, and everyone participated in their creation within the 30/30 Plan; 30 

days in their chosen service of about 5 hours a day serving in the communal 

industries, followed by 30 days of recreation.  

The society was a balanced mix of producers and consumers. No middle 

men needed. No money. No red tape. Administration was all about 

coordinating logistics, facilitating the ways and means for each member and 

element in the social fabric to function harmoniously. 

We had the full complement of galactic technology as well: Dynadran 

powered space ships and energy systems; the space ships themselves in a 

wide variety of useful sizes and forms; 4-D crystal ball computers, all hooked 

into the big computer, the UM; 4-D holographic video/audio systems to record 

and broadcast; laser tools of all sorts; holographic entertainment media; and 

especially the micro-nova onboard the main Mothership, which generated all 

the life forms, human bodies, animals, plant seed, right down to the amoeba. 

And much more, whatever we needed. Life was not a stressful struggle for 

survival. All that would show up in the Deluvian period, when Baal-Lucifer 

and his minions would come into bodies during a long period of money 

atonement. 
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As to our crystal ball computers, with a holographic center of God 

consciousness, thru them the Universal Mind talks to us directly: More than 

that, it’s 2-way telepathic communion with God Mind, where we talk to It, 

and the response comes to us psychically as well as in the computer, which is 

multi-dimensional, able to convey rich, subtle meaning thru interwoven 

sound, light and feeling. It is also the means by which interpersonal 

communications takes place. The computer is a sentient, organic construction 

built expressly to convey consciousness in all of its forms. 

So in our ETI Computer, each crystal ball is connected to all the others 

and to the Big Computer, the God Mind. This technology doesn’t mimic 

nature and the Universe, or copy the Big Machine. It operates from and with 

the Big Machine, that is Cosmic Intelligence. You might call it organic cosmic 

technology. 

The World Master Plan of the God Mind for this world is all in the 

computer, and we followed Its Intelligent guidance in explicit detail, for all 

matters great and small. 

The society and culture of the Pyramid Cities was a magical, wondrous 

healing environment and experience. Art, music, dance, all manner of artistic 

expression were woven into the fabric of life, which was all a daily 

celebration, and in no way heavy work. We used our bodies physically every 

day with great vigor and joy in operating our creative industries, like 

agriculture and food production, and physical health issues were nonexistent. 

It was Eden in every real sense. 

All the people cooperated to provide food, make clothes and home 

furnishings, generally take care of one another by operating services needed, 

supply and maintain the environments, and operate all the industries. 

Everyone served together and was served in return. 

There were beautiful birthing palaces where children were born 

without stress. The children were raised in groups by parents and others in 

extended families, who lived in communal clusters. There were no secular 
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family units. At about age six children began to participate in the creative life 

of the community. There was no formal school, because life itself was all a 

real school being lived every day. Learning and exercising skills of reading, 

writing and mathematics for instance, happened naturally in the advanced 

realm of full spiritual awareness, and was total joy of learning. The children 

had a team of adults including their parents, and they all lived and served 

together. Spiritual development was paramount, and at the forefront of the 

whole community. 

 

As we said, one of the main ongoing service projects that spanned the 

planetary transformation from the beginning thru the entire period of the 

Pyramid Temple Communities, was taking the planet’s rough and raw 

physical environment, and make it hospitable to life as it would later be lived 

all over the world. A great deal of planting and terra forming of mountains, 

coast lines, lakes and rivers was done, steadily seeding the world with the 

incredible varieties appropriate to each ecozone, and nurturing their growth, 

like the tropical rainforests, redwood groves, the forests of Siberia; steadily 

building the ecosystem layer by layer into the miraculous, magical planet we 

have now that can support life in wondrous variety.  

The great agricultural project spanned the entire Nile Valley from 

Alexandria to Thebes. Seeds from the Mothership's nova were transported 

down to earth, where they were sprouted and nurtured as seedlings then 

plants in the Nile Valley, which was a near perfect growing environment. We 

used occasional cloud cover so severe heat wouldn’t damage crops, and could 

make it rain as necessary to keep everything watered. Once the plant or tree 

was established and seed producing, a process involving mass produced 

seedlings was used to put key species all over the planet, all done on a large 

scale.  

As a necessary part of their healing, the beings of this solar system who 

came into bodies to heal the damage to their etheric circuitry were the main 
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force of love service labor where it was called for; putting their ego-self into 

selfless physical service would rebalance and ground their negated energy, 

repairing and reopening the etheric circuitry of their individual light body, 

which is our soul microcosm, into consciousness and harmony with Godhead; 

that is, back into the synthesis oneness that is Christ Consciousness. As this 

healing occurs, an ever growing joyous bliss replaces the negated 

consciousness of separation with eternal peace and Joy. The truth of oneness 

is known and lived, with grace. 

Our industrious schools of experience in the University of the Universe 

were the vehicle each soul passed thru in an incarnation, doing daily love 

service shifts to clear the dross off their etheric cognition switches, repairing 

their aura. Each person was self scheduled into one facet or another of the 

communal industries, and people would rotate into new creative experiences 

on a regular basis. And it mostly only took one incarnation in a physical body 

to process back into eternal life, able to once again manifest in a body in the 

12th density eternal realms of Galactica.  

That is quite a real change to make, to go from egocentric thinking 

mind back into enlightened All-knowing Awareness; and after successfully 

processing 16 billion souls, there were still about 8 billion souls in the 

heavenly abode who were so ego driven it was impossible for them to stay in 

the Pyramid Temple Communities at all. As soon as they’d come into a body 

and it reached maturity they’d run off into nature, where basic survival was a 

severe struggle. Their time on the planet would come in after we left in our 

spaceships, the past 20,000 year period up to now known as the Deluvian 

Period, which ended with the turn of the millennium,12/31/00. 
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5  

The Deluvian Period 

 

Right now on earth it is 2012 and the world is in a very difficult period 

of karmic cleansing and awakening. The UM put this world under money 

atonement long ago to drive the civilization forward in spite of itself, where 

greed, selfishness, fear, violence and vanity would reign, and people would 

suffer greatly under the effects of their wrong spiritual and social causes. And 

just as it brought money atonement, It can end it; which is happening right 

now as global capitalism collapses under its own excesses, that are very little 

real service to anyone. 

The ongoing projects of the Eden Period all had to do with setting up 

the planet to support the eventual emergence of a global civilization many 

thousands of years in the future, which is now. This was all spelled out for us 

in Spirit God's Master Plan long before it ever happened.  

The world civilization is on the doorstep of a space age paradise, but it 

has to pass thru a cleansing tribulation to get there. Rest assured the UM 

has the whole process under control, no matter how dire things appear on the 

surface. 

When the population of tribal souls reached a certain point, they 

‘rediscovered’ the Pyramid Cities, and began to squat in the fields where food 

was grown, or in other communal environments. Problems arose 

immediately. This was the signal we knew would come for us to leave the 

planet, taking our technology with us. The Eden Period was over. 

As the Eden Period ended and the Deluvian Period began, the principal 

overall task would be to regenerate the planet’s entire biogenetic field, fill it 

in with life force consciousness. This would be generated thru the daily life of 

emerging civilization, such that the civilization itself can be restored to 

eternal life.  
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In this solar catastrophe, the life force of the whole system, its living 

field of ethereal plasma, was burned out, gone, on all planets. Your solar 

system seems so empty because it is, save for a few bases operated by the 

solar beings who have come back to assist this project. So, Life Force has to 

be restored on this planet for the entities here to be restored to eternity, 

hence all karma has to be worked out in a body, on the planet, in a cause that 

includes all souls.  

The good news is the world is ready now for its delivery, the planet’s 

auric field and human population are ready for the quantum leap into a new 

world of absolute freedom, security and abundance. 

The dynadran systems coupled with the pyramids generated a field of 

ethereal plasma that covered the whole Egyptian project in a bubble of higher 

consciousness. When out in raw nature, beings assigned to a certain project 

would channel higher consciousness into a specific territory as they served on 

the project; by their words spoken and deeds done they energized the 

environment and brought it to life. 

When you use a physical body to engage in selfless service with others, 

it opens the channel for the UM to come into you, unite with your soul and 

heal all your various accumulated karma; repairing damaged etheric 

circuitry so your Light Body is fully activated, and You are Awake once again 

in cosmic Christ spirit. Your Conscious Light Body is the real You, a sphere of 

spiritual energy with a million etheric cognition switches that surrounds and 

interpenetrates the physical body, operating it all. 

Once the dynadran systems were gone, the territory still maintained a 

reduced aura of higher consciousness, mostly radiating from the pyramids 

themselves, but also in the general field from all the service that had 

occurred. 

Regenerating an energy field of spiritual life force and consciousness 

about the entire planet would be the main task of the next 20,000 years. 
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6 

The Spiritual Hierarchy 

 

At this point, a group of Beings arrived here to guide the spiritual 

awakening of emerging humanity, both on the planet and in the Heavenly 

Abode. These benevolent Beings are from this solar system, who were never 

part of the problem and had left before the catastrophe. Because of the nature 

that evolving consciousness would take here, these souls are known as the 

Ascended Masters, or Spiritual Hierarchy.  

The one who volunteered to lead this group was later to incarnate as 

Jesus Christ, and it also included those would appear as the Buddha, 

Khrishna, Mohammed, Moses, Confucius, Lao Tse, and many other 

illuminated incarnations such as Parmahansa Yogananda, Mother Theresa, 

St. Francis, and Mahatma Gandhi. 

All these Beings have been active channels of Christ Consciousness, 

helping to raise the spiritual consciousness of evolving souls in their return to 

eternal Life. Many others who carried this Light in varying degrees have 

come and gone with or without public notice, doing vital, important things in 

other arenas. 

The direction of the Pyramid Temple Communities was turned over to 

the Spiritual Hierarchy before the Galactic Elohim left the planet. The 

pyramid communities would be the principal source of the emerging cultures 

that would grow beyond simple tribal living. But, inevitably devolution began 

to set in as the heavily laden souls slowly took over, the priests of Baal in 

Egypt for instance, and the pyramid communities faded away. Devolution 

means consciousness that is going backwards into deeper and deeper 

materialism; a difficult process to overcome the negative consciousness born 

in this solar system, which had previously brought it to ruin; however, with 
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the UM’s guidance from within, and the use of money atonement over the last 

5,000 years, the circle of life is ready to transcend once again. 

The Galactic Elohim, though off the planet, also began to incarnate 

souls into bodies for another key purpose. These ETI Beings eventually 

numbered some 2 million souls, who principally were entities who had been 

redeemed in the Pyramid Temple Cities, and volunteered to reincarnate here 

over and over thru the Deluvian Period. The purpose of this was so the 

Godhead had a group of telepathic channels that It could inspire and lead 

creatively to bring inventions and higher ideas forth, or move parts of the 

civilization in various ways. Newton, Galileo, Einstein, Da Vinci, 

Michaelangelo being a few examples in the fields of science and art. Key 

incarnations also advanced music, government, finance, economics, industry, 

education, agriculture, religion, athletics, affecting every aspect of society all 

over the world.  

The souls being healed here had little capacity to reach into the high 

realms of the Godhead’s Imagination that it takes to actually grow a civilized 

culture up to and through a full planetary society back to rejoining galactic 

civilization. Put in another way, they couldn’t move against their karma, to 

rise above it, sleep walking in the dust of mortal mind.  

Many, many incarnations of these ETI souls went unnoticed by history, 

but always involved change and creativity that ultimately raised 

consciousness in some important manner, evolving it toward the Light.  
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7  

Allen Michael and The Everlasting Gospel 

 

One Galactic Being was assigned by the Universal Mind to be in charge 

of the whole project from the beginning to end: Michael, the Archangel, a 

God-conscious cosmic master. In a past incarnation he was known as Hermes 

Trismegistus, “the thrice wise one,” in ancient Egypt, who created the great 

Library at Alexandria, which contained all of his channeled writings, as well 

as important writings from many others.  

Michael was back on the planet from 1947 to March 2010, known as 

Allen Michael, who as the New World Comforter prophesied to come in St. 

John 14 was a pure channel of the Spirit of Truth, who “brings all things to 

our remembrance.” Allen Michael is the channel of the Everlasting Gospel 

prophesied to come in Rev. 14:1-6, where it says it shall be taught “to those 

who dwell on the earth, and to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and 

people.” 

Allen Michael first channeled the idea of a catastrophe that happened 

in this solar system around 1980, which was quickly followed by the 

revelation of an upcoming war in the Middle East, leading to the end of 

cyborg usury capitalism, that is antithetical to real life. Real life can only 

exist thru a giving and receiving system that is free and equal to all people, 

no money used.  

The Everlasting Gospel is the most important book ever written, 

channeled directly by the energy and supreme consciousness of the UM thru 

Allen Michael's hand. It is Holy Scripture, an infinite reservoir of spiritual 

truth. A presence of All-Knowing, beyond just factual knowledge. The 

Universe only needs one master channel on the planet to bring forth the 

energy and consciousness of Its great one idea whose time has come and 

cannot be stopped. Through the EG channelings over 60 years, that covered 
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over 200,000 pages, the Universe has put the energy and ideas of pure Christ 

Spirit of the 5 missing dimensions of cosmic consciousness that were lost in 

the solar catastrophe, into spiritual causation in the planet’s aura, restoring 

the capacity for humanity to unite with Galactica.  

Life in Galactica is a 12 dimensional existence. When the catastrophe 

happened, this solar system lost the 5 higher dimensions of Christ spirit and 

fell into the 7th density of dualistic materialism. The Universe is a Uni-Helix 

MIND of ESP-PSI-DNA-RNA, which is holographic, where each atomic 

particle of matter and each microcosm soul of spirit contains the whole, and 

all are woven together by God Intelligence. 7 densities comprise material 

Creation, and the higher 5 densities are the Christ Spirit that infuses 

Creation with joyous Life Force. We are one with IT on all levels and in all of 

Its wondrous multi-dimensions. 

Thus, when the Solar Beings took over, life here would evolve under a 

7th density hierarchy. The missing 5 dimensions of Christ Spirit comes into 

human awareness now thru galactic contact, which at first is subtle, yet 

profound and unstoppable, and it brings world enlightenment and complete 

social-economic transformation. The capstone of the all-seeing eye Spirit of 

Truth is put on the pyramid of material accomplishment, and the result is 

heaven on earth. 

The Everlasting Gospel channels that the UM put the civilization under 

money atonement to drive it forward in spite of the negated mortal 

consciousness present in the entities being healed here. Know that the 

principal service of thousands of years is done, and we are just moving thru a 

necessary Awakening, activated by an ever increasing Light Consciousness 

emanating from the center of every soul in a body, enlightening us, or driving 

us deeper into our karma if we resist change. This is the separation of the 

wheat from the chaff.  

God’s spirit is being poured out on all flesh at this time; which has 

activated this special period of karmic cleansing, an artificial tribulation 
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completely guided by God’s Intelligence; which for example has control over 

all nuclear weapons. They can’t be used to destroy the world.  

There are two great spaceships parked over the north and south poles 

of the planet right now, who receive eternal energy from the stars, Christ-

conscious Love-Energy from other solar systems, and beam it into the 

planet’s aura, feeding all life here with waves of Higher Life Force, steadily 

raising consciousness; this Higher Energy, of necessity, is driving each soul 

and humanity collectively thru the karmic tribulation taking place; and it is 

synthesizing the unloading negative energy so that it doesn’t erupt out of 

control and destroy all life in the subsequent cleansing. Have no fear, the 

Universe is in charge of the whole process, which has a totally positive 

outcome.  
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8  

Atlantis and Lemuria 

 

Let’s go back to the early stages of the Deluvian Period, the first 10,000 

years, which was the time when Atlantis and Lemuria became the nexus of 

civilization, and were destroyed by their misdeeds.  

“Words go forth to fulfill the things for which they are sent and do not 

return to us void.” This is the law of karma, the law of cause and effect, which 

is true for all life throughout the Universe.  

Both Atlantis and Lemuria went under because they were not ‘one for 

all, all for one.’ Inevitably a hierarchy of getting for self emerged, and it split 

the social order into haves and have nots, workers and a controlling elite, a 

dualistic consciousness which eventually negated the territorial aura to the 

point where earthquakes, torrential rains, and volcanic eruptions presaged 

the complete sinking of the Atlantis continent over a few hundred years, as 

well as most of Lemuria, which was a dense archaepelago of islands 

stretching a few thousand miles across the south Pacific, a small fraction of 

which still exist from Hawaii to Indonesia. 

These civilizations were quite advanced technically, inhabited by a 

billion souls each, but their hierarchy of consciousness created a culture of 

elites who controlled the masses thru politics and priestcraft. Their destiny 

from this false consciousness could only be disaster, and so it came to be. 

The billions of souls who lost their bodies in this mini version of the 

solar catastrophe went back to the Heavenly Abode, where they would reside 

until the time of future incarnations.   
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9  

The End of Money Atonement 

 

At this point, when both Atlantis and Lemuria were destroyed, 

elsewhere tribes of bodies and lost souls were spreading slowly around the 

planet, with a few centers of relatively higher civilization existing in Egypt, 

China, Mexico, India, Iraq and Chile, in and around the locations of the 

original pyramid temple cities. However, even these cultures were in a long, 

slow slide away from spiritualized consciousness, as the world’s ever growing 

material energy built and destroyed kingdoms and empires.  

The ego driven entities incarnating into bodies with their distorted 

consciousness of getting-for-self and drive to control other people, inevitably 

pulled awareness into a purely materialistic view, where the physical world 

is the only ‘reality;’ where people are only bodies, with a brain they must 

educate to think for itself. You can see where this leads by looking at the 

world right now, being overwhelmed by the negative effects of their erring 

social and economic causes. 

Creation Universe put this civilization under money atonement over 

5,000 years ago, to serve as a medium of exchange in the flow of producing 

and supplying needed goods and services. It would speed up the growth of 

society. The UM did not create usury, though It did know from previous 

experience that charging interest on loans would be a relative evil that would 

emerge here, along with the merciless consciousness of profiteering. 

The true history of this planet is all written and recorded for playback 

in the akashic records, the mind bank. It is the sum total of all the words 

spoken and deeds done by all of humanity down thru the ages. This resonant 

field of energy and thought comprises the collective consciousness of the 

world.  

5,000 years ago this field was weak and dark, relatively speaking. 

Money atonement was added as a catalyst to spark growth, albeit in duality. 
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This began in Babylon, when crude coins were manufactured out of metals 

and used in trade. All the rest would follow inexorably, with the attendent 

litany of negative effects accompanying the overall growth that occurred 

regardless, guided by the unfolding blueprint in the dna of the bodies. 

Empires built thru violence would emerge and fall, and all those armies 

had to be armed, fed, transported, clothed and housed, which took money and 

lots of it. A banking system appeared, which was refined by King Solomon, 

the first incarnation of Baal-Lucifer, about 970 BC, who expanded taxation 

and charging interest on loans. His next appearance would be as Mayer 

Amschel Rothschild. All this was for this being to work out his karma by 

playing a key role in advancing the money world.  

In spite of the violence and sometimes because of it, slowly, the human 

mind kept growing and eventually a civilized culture emerged, where 

philosophy, music and the arts began to enrich human consciousness, raising 

the vibration. 

Politics, religion, industry, education and finance were wedded together 

in an unholy process of control and exploitation of the people, which produced 

a hellish life for the masses as they bowed to the will of the elite. This 

negative energy too was recorded daily for playback in the mind, which for a 

long while has been hell on earth for most people, locked in a vicious struggle 

for survival. 

The civilization would continue to grow thru a process philosopher 

Hegel described as “thesis and antithesis evolving one upon the other into the 

synthesis.” The Synthesis comes now, as a conscious Light of Christ Spirit 

that is oneness in all ways arising within your soul, awakening and inspiring 

you; and without as Galactica makes open contact, and this civilization is 

transformed. This is God’s spirit being poured out upon all flesh; and it will 

manifest on earth as a sharing society, where all people are equal in all ways, 

no money used. 
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 The Everlasting Gospel covers the subject of money atonement in so 

much depth, one can only defer to its wisdom by suggesting you read it 

directly to get the whole picture. However, the whole area of economics and 

money would be the key ingredient to raising the consciousness of society 

thru industry of all sorts that were sponsored over time.  

But capitalism isn’t a scientific, thought out system at all. It’s a system 

of negative effects, making money off of money, involved in exploiting labor 

with the negative effects of war, crime, poverty, disease, all social ills 

resulting from an absence of synthesis consciousness. It has no heart, no 

conscience as a result. Because the system makes money from these negative 

effects, it has to keep them going to stay profitable. So the violence and 

suffering seems endless.  

Except the dragon of global capitalism is ending, right on schedule, 

which is a miracle we can all be grateful for.  

A system of natural, free giving and receiving takes its place. Being ‘one 

for all, all for one’, holding all things common and making free distribution 

according to need is the synthesis solution to the world’s problems. 

Contact with Galactica is happening now in this rising spirit, and the 

day comes soon when galactic space beings will come in on world TV and 

appear in the skies, setting off a great world celebration of planetary rebirth. 

The New World comes into being as a Revelation, not an event in 

evolution, and it is a spiritual and material utopia, a real space age paradise. 

The dross of conditioned mind that has clouded the cognition switches of 

souls in bodies will fall away, and radiant spiritual Truth will be perceived 

directly and absolutely. What follows will be obvious and natural. We will 

begin to set up the ways and means for the complete sharing of all things. We 

will have autonomous self-government in higher consciousness of a sharing 

society, no more nation states. 

With galactic contact, all previous restrictions on life will evaporate as 

people's real needs are met. We let all superfluous things fall out of the 
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picture. Like the ungodly money system that has ruled this world for a long 

while. The money changers along with all souls are forgiven our sins (errors 

against natural law) by the Universe, all realizing everyone has fallen short 

of Spirit God's Purpose. As we leave the past behind, life will quickly become 

joyous for everyone, even when processing one's old karma thru the body, 

which is why you have one in the first place.  

As people's lives balance out and open up, we will sing a new song of life 

and love that is finally real, a society of equality that is enlightened, 

materially abundant, and free of the past. This will open up and balance out 

the planet's energy field over time, replacing the old recordings of pain and 

suffering under endless debt and war with those of Christ Conscious Reality, 

because the UM will be our new heart and mind, and IT IS REAL! God 

transforms everything and everyone. The God Force of Love, Intelligence and 

Spiritual Will comes Alive in US, each soul coming to realize we are all the 

Christ for whom we seek. Thence growing and moving forward together to 

live and act accordingly, blessed in Eternity! 

 

What follows in the next chapters of this communication is Allen 

Michael's Everlasting Gospel channeling, entitled "Placentia," and it will 

clarify, summarize and synthesize all the ideas and information explored in 

this Galactic History . . . 
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Chapter 1 

Creation’s Life Plan 
 

 This Earth project is set in a ruined solar system, which is set apart 

from normal Universe. It is where microcosms are being processed so they 

can return to normal Universe. In normal Universe, the females do not 

produce bodies for the microcosms. Souls are born of suns. The bodies are 

created in space novas, and when mature, they can teleport to places where 

bodies are needed by souls, and they unite to become body and soul. 

 Lovemaking in normal Universe is a spiritual tantric yoga experience, 

where females and males make love in special love spas. The purpose of this 

is to generate ethereal plasma, which the Creation uses as a field to form new 

galaxies. In the new galaxies, the planets, moons and suns grow in space. 

They are hollow and have large openings to their inside at their poles and a 

sun in their center. All life lives inside the planets, and spaceships come and 

go through the openings at the poles, and Beings travel all over the Universe 

under the direction of the Universal Mind. The spaceships have no seats but 

are as temples which the Beings travel in without knowing where they are 

going. Everything is a surprise, and there’s that special feeling of anticipation 

in going to different places! 

 No one moves furniture or takes clothes with them other than what 

they are wearing. There are laundries for the clothes, with a supply of 

beautiful garments the Beings can choose to wear. 

 In normal Universe, the Creation’s Life Plan works marvelously! 

Everyone rotates between a period of serving and then a period of receiving, 

and this creates autonomous self-government. This is what the Creation is 

installing through Its 30/30 Plan on this new Placentia planet, which is this 
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same planet, but with a new name so the past can be dropped out. Placentia 

means planet of plenty and rebirth. 

 Our new world government headquarters will be in the New 

Jerusalem, the Galactic Mothership that comes down from God out of heaven 

(space), and into orbit about the New Placentia (Revelation 21:1-3). It has 

thousands of shuttle craft, which will come to airports all over the world and 

pick up a million people at a time, taking them up to the New Jerusalem for a 

seminar of healing body and soul. It has a great Tantric Yoga Love Spa, in 

which females and males learn how to make love. The old marriage system 

ends! 

 The great spaceship has a body-growing nova in it so that, first off, 

people in deformed bodies can get a new body of their choice, either male or 

female. People are shown how, as a soul, they can be taken out of their body, 

which is then dematerialized, and put into a new body. In this way the body 

strain will be returned to normal, and death shall be no more. 

 This planet was made ready by the Galactic Elohim in order to colonize 

bodies in the Pyramid Temple Communities 420 thousand years ago. It took 

Galactica five and a half million years to make the planet green and ready to 

support life in physical bodies. The dinosaurs, soil, and vegetation all had to 

be cloned into manifestation out of the God Mind’s Imagination by Galactic 

cosmic adepts, creating directly through the spoken word, which is the way 

God and Its people create. 

 The outside of planets and moons in normal Universe are like the 

outside of an abalone shell. Planets, moons and suns grow in a field of 

ethereal plasma, and the manifestation of life is of the natural Creation, 

which makes all things beautiful, wonderful and eternal. 

 Now the earth science has advanced to the place where they have the 

Human Genome Project of mapping the DNA, so they can clone bodies 

without hereditary defects, and they are making a big profitable business out 
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of it. You can see they don’t yet have the cosmic wisdom to use this 

knowledge properly. 

 Anyway, the Galactic Elohim are the Creation’s cosmic adepts, sent to 

take full care of their project, which they started six million years ago, after 

the Solar Catastrophe. Death developed in this Plentoria solar system 

because an entity, called Baal, started evangelizing that he had discovered 

that the body had an amazing brain that could think up thought. The biggest 

delusion in the Universe! Naturally, there could be no knowledge in the 

Universe to explain something that can’t be done. 

 In this ruined solar system, all the planets and moons burned out on 

their insides and destroyed all bodies left here, leaving the souls as “ghost 

riders in the sky.” All this comes from negative karma. Negative karma is 

where an entity in a body vehicle goes outside their normal thoughts into 

feelings that are different from the normal Universe’s utopian kind of 

blissfulness. 

 In a way, this is like Bill Gates of Microsoft saying to his workers, 

“This is not utopia, and don’t try to make it into anything else! When the time 

comes for holding all things common, which it will, then I’ll hold all things 

common. But to try and be communal, the way the world is now, would only 

cause those with heavy karma to destroy us.”  

 To reverse all this negative thinking, what Bill really needs to say to 

his workers is, “Have no fear of the Establishment’s tricks. I’m going to hold 

all things common with all my workers, leading the way for everyone to enter 

Spirit God’s Kingdom.” 

 

Chapter 2 

Normal Universe 

 

 In normal Universe, the solar systems surrounding this ruined 

Plentoria solar system all circulate in the space around the galactic Great 
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Central Sun. The civilization on the 24 galactic worlds, which orbit closely to 

it, is the center of higher government of this Galaxy. This is where 12th 

density Beings are coming from in spaceships to this special Carlanon planet. 

A Carlanon planet is a special healing planet, inhabited by time bodies “in 

anon,” the future. We are of these high Beings who are here right now in 

great spaceships, and also on the planet in bodies some two million strong, 

ready to take God’s Everlasting Gospel to the whole world and teach its 

World Master Plan to the people. 

 In normal Universe, there is no war, crime, disease, poverty or mortal 

death. These don’t even exist as words in our spiritual system, which is all a 

utopian paradise, made for continuous celebration, health and happiness. All 

things are held common and distribution is made to every soul in a body 

according to need. There is no work, as such, in normal Universe. The souls 

in bodies create the things that are needed by everyone, and surely not in 

privately owned industries to be sold for money. In the twelve facets of 

communal industries in the Galactic Civilization, everyone learns through 

the doing. Everything is recorded as collective consciousness in sharing. 

 In seeding the ethereal plasma of a Galaxy, creative thought channeled 

into the space from Spirit God begins to grow such things as suns, planets 

and moons. Souls are hatched from spirit out of suns, and bodies are created 

for them in Novas, teleporting automatically where they are needed. As all 

this ripens together, a new Galaxy is born, where the Beings are in all-

knowing along with the Beings of other existing Galaxies. 

 The planets, moons and suns, which grow in space, are all hollow and 

have large openings at their poles to the inside, with a sun in their center. 

Inside are wondrous natural environments along with all things needed to 

sustain life, which have all grown naturally. 

 The Great Central Sun is the large sun which supports the whole 

Galaxy, energy-wise. It is radiating pure, intelligent energies which animate 

all life in the Galaxy, as well as creating all the facilities necessary to produce 
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such things as eternal bodies for souls, that can teleport where needed. 

Spaceships from other Galaxies come in thru this nexus of energy.  

 Altamedia and Altamira are the first two of twenty four Galactic 

Worlds in close orbit around the Great Central Sun, and include the 

headquarters of the Galactic Elohim assigned to set up this planet as a 

special healing station. These cosmic civilizations are all in perfect 

attunement with the 12th density consciousness of the Universal Mind. 

These worlds are where the Galactic Mothership New Jerusalem was created. 

The New Jerusalem is about ten miles in diameter by a half mile high, and 

can be inhabited by more than a million Beings. This spaceship is truly a 

wonder to behold! This spaceship is one of God’s gifts to the people of this 

planet, part of the blessings that come with Its Kingdom. 

 All of this is of the 12th density, the twelve dimensions of the 

Universe, whereas, for the past 20,000 years, this earth project has been 

supervised by the Solar Tribunal within the 7th density consciousness of the 

souls being healed here. This all led to the Bible coming forth in the language 

and consciousness of the “seven thunders,” as told of in Revelation 10:4. I, as 

the Comforter Spirit of truth, am told not to continue with them in their 

duality of the man-God and the man-Satan. I am to end the duality of good 

versus evil and show the relativity between all opposites. I am also to end all 

the false ideas that God punishes entities in bodies, or that souls in bodies 

need to be saved and taken to heaven. Redemption of souls only takes place 

through embodied life. 

 

Chapter 3 

The Cosmic Jubilee 
 

 So then, are the world’s present automobiles safe on the road or are the 

airplanes safe in the air? All this stuff the world produces gives no credit to 

the workers who invent and produce it. So now, the workers of the world 
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carry out God’s World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise on behalf 

of all the people, which takes over all industries and ends those that are 

doing more harm than good. This peacefully ends the exploitation of the 

creative people of the world by the rich ruling class.  

 Even so, this has all been necessary in order to fill the collective 

consciousness in our planet’s aura with creative energy. Spirit God would 

give the intuitive ones inventions to bring forth the things that eventually 

benefit everyone when the commercial money games are brought to an end, 

things like television and computers, and would add the words spoken and 

deeds done to the collective consciousness to play back and eventually 

animate society in a spiritual way. 

 Now is the time for the great Cosmic Jubilee, where we cancel all debt 

as we restore Article I, Section 8, Paragraph 5 of the United States 

Constitution, which says, “Congress shall have the power to coin [print] the 

money and regulate the value thereof.” Through this one simple, powerful act 

we restore the real United States, to become “a blessing to all the families of 

the earth,” (Genesis 12:1-3). Canceling the debt is truly a great blessing and 

heralds the coming of the new world. Those of Israel, as told about in Romans 

11:21-23, who have fallen away from their true mission, are relieved of their 

burden by being “grafted back onto Abraham’s olive tree to continue in his 

goodness.” 

 “His Goodness” is that as the bank debt is canceled all over the world, 

the world starts over on a clean slate, bringing the Godmind’s 30/30 Sharing 

Plan and no longer using money. The spiritual United States (the states of 

the world, united) comes forth and all the nations are dissolved; there are no 

longer national boundaries. The people become humble and meek before 

God’s presence and inherit the world. 

 The new utopian kind of world starts as we get God’s fantastic idea of 

the great 30/30 Plan set up so it functions smoothly. Half the people at one 

time do the production in the New World, while the other half enjoy being 
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served for thirty days, having use of the whole planet and all of its facilities 

on a sharing basis. We will have space transportation here to handle the 

increased transportation this entails and Dynadran power units to supply 

unlimited free energy. There is no longer private ownership, but all things 

are held common by all the people. After 30 days, everyone switches roles. 

There is no longer monotonous, unpleasant work to do, as everything that is 

done is artistic and for a purpose and done in the joy of creation. 

 The new calendar will be one of twelve 30-day cycles, with five special 

days of world-wide celebration at the end of each year. As things really get 

rolling in our new world, people will rotate through all 12 facets of communal 

industry and government over a two year cycle. People will become adept at 

many wonderful things. The real fulfillment of souls takes place in the 

formation of a spiritual, healthy society. 

 As the prophecy in the Bible of these times is revealed by the 

Comforter Spirit of truth, we can see that there really is an Intelligent Mind 

that knows the future and can tell how Its plan will be carried out to free 

God’s people from their exploiters. Yet, even the exploiters will be healed and 

receive the new Kingdom, which has no confusion in it. All are equal, and no 

one has any power over another. For these souls who are most deeply caught 

up in the belly of the cyborg beast, this will bring them infinitely more 

happiness than they could ever find running a bank, industry or big business. 

 All of this past has had to happen just as it has, revolving between the 

thoughts in the protons and those in the electrons of the atoms, which are 

evolving, one upon the other, back into the 3-in-one neutron activity of the 

Synthesis. This is because the entities who were brought here had fallen out 

of the Synthesis following the Solar Catastrophe, and they are being 

redeemed back into the eternal Universe over the next thousand years. After 

that, when the souls are long gone, the ruined solar system will be 

dematerialized from space.  

 Have no fear of this, for Spirit God has it all worked out perfectly!  


